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PHSC Monthly Meetings
are held on the third Wednesday from
September to June in the  Gold Room,
of Memorial Hall in the basement of
the North York Central Library,
5120 Yonge St., North York, Ontario. The
meeting officially begins at 8:00 p.m. but
is preceded by a Buy & Sell and social
gathering from 7:00 p.m. onwards. For
information contact the PHSC or Felix
Russo, 33 Indian Rd. Cres., Toronto, ON,
M6P 2E9, Phone (416) 532-7780.

Programming Schedule:
November 15th, 2006
-Les Jones will present “The History
of Photography to 1900” assisted by
Judy Rauliuk with “Fashion in Photos.”

December 20th, 2006
-the favourite Annual Show & Tell Nite
plus the Christmas Gift Exchange.

January 17th, 2007
-Larry O’Grady of the Toronto Police
Services will describe the depart-
ment’s change to digital photography.

February 21st, 2007
-program to be announced 

March 21st, 2007
-Wayne Morgan will give the history
and inside story of the Kodak Brownie.

Ideas for monthly programs
are welcome. Suggest speakers, top-
ics and even interesting locations to
visit. Contact Program Chairman
Felix Russo at (416) 532-7780 or
e-mail to felix@photoed.ca.

FOR PROGRAM UPDATES
www.phsc.ca

our new E-mai l  address is

info@phsc.ca
Robert A. Carter – Webmaster

Wednesday, November 15th Meeting…
PHSC Past President Les Jones will bring his considerable knowledge to

bear on a favourite topic The History of Photography to 1900 which he will
present during our November 15th meeting. Les will bring along period cam-

eras and images with refer-
ences to identification, dating
and pricing. Members should
bring along their own examples
of unusual early images to add
to the discussion. Judy Rauliuk
will augment the evening’s pre-
sentation with a study on
Fashions in Photographs.

Hidden behind his facial fuzz is a
multi-facetted character who, as an
archivist, owns the largest collection of
vintage soccer photographs and an
extensive collection of historical Canadian soccer artifacts. As a photograph-
ica collector he owns over 500 cameras and 100 daguerreotypes. He is a
world traveller with over 53 countries under his belt (including North York).
Korea, Vietnam and Cambodia will be added in December. Both he and Judy
are hot air balloon enthusiasts.

To keep his feet on the ground Les is the founder/owner of Covershots
Inc. which has him busy as a sports and travel photographer supplying illus-
trations and articles to over 100 magazines, newspapers and books. He is
also a marketing research consultant for his Research Spectrum Ltd. In his
other guise he runs a licensed restaurant and antique store in Camden East
under the name Bookstore Cafe. Judy is a Chartered Accountant who man-
ages the cafe. She was CFO at a video post production company, Magnetic
North, and had a column in the Globe & Mail, crewed at The World Hot Air
Balloon Championships. Her favourite camera is the Kodak Bantam Special.

Meeting in Gold Room, (basement) North York Central Library, 5120 Yonge St.

LATEST NEWS……

The whispered news is that Nikon will
announce a new D40 digital SLR. It will
feature 6 MP resolution, have a 2.5”
LCD, accept only EF-S lenses and have
a basic 3-point autofocus system. Such
“leaks” are common to Nikon or a hoax.

LES JONES

JUDY RAULIUK
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A Photographic Tour of PhotoHistory XIII in Rochester Photos by Robert Lansdale

Another successful PhotoHistory is wrapped up and
consigned to our memory archives. Our hat is doffed to
the dedicated workers of The Photographic Historical
Society in Rochester and to the hosting George Eastman
House. Almost 200 photohistorians from 22 States and 7
countries assembled for three days of information
exchange, making new friendships and searching for

treasures at the Trade Show. With top-of-the-line
researchers providing the illustrated lectures, the
Saturday symposium was the ultimate in education.
Added to that was the Banquet and the Trade Show with
62 dealers. Jack Bloemendaal has chaired 7 of the 13
symposia. Other committee were Sharon Bloemendaal,
Frank Calandra, Marian Early and Tim Fuss.

Both Dick Haviland and Grace R. Holloway of
Rochester brought archive photo displays.

General Chairman Jack Bloemendaal celebrated
his 66th birthday with cookie cake by wife Sharon

Bill and Twinkle Riley of Milan, Indiana converse
with Dale Rossi of Limerick, Pennsylvania

Ralph London of Oregon, George Layne of
Pennsylvania and Eaton Lothrop of New York

Martin Scott, Rochester, N.Y. talks with Cheryl
and Rick Soloway of Tucson, Arizona

John Cameron, Michigan, Sabine Ocker,
Massachusetts and Jan Schimmelman, Michigan

Attending again this year from Maryland were
Sally Anyan with Beverly and Jack Wilgus.

The Friday reception provided a great opportu-
nity to exchange photo research information.

Photo history afficionados were attracted from
twenty-two States & six foreign countries.

Mark O’Brien and Doug
Aikenhead with Miss Kodak

Rolf Fricke of Rochester,
sends data for “Net” page.

Canadians PHSC attendees mainly from Toronto were: the Gerry Lobans, Kathy Kinakin
from Vancouver, the Felix Russos, the Bob Wilsons, Judy Rauliuk and Les Jones.
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Grant Romer gave insights
to the Wolcott camera.

Ralph London co-lectured
on Walter Teague & Kodak

Jim McKeown reported on
camera collecting market.

Daile Kaplan, showed new
trends in collecting photos.

Gordon Brown compared
before computers & after digital

Terry Bennett, UK, expert
in Japanese photo history.

Rick Soloway revealed W.
Teague influence on Kodak

Michael Pritchard analyzed
British photographic patents

Regine Thiriez, Paris, talked
on Shanghai photography.

Nick Graver lectured on litera-
ture in every form and format.

Terry King, UK, reconstructs
early photo processes.

Eaton Lothrop’s topic wet-
plate street photography.

Bill Becker explained history
of Spirit photography.

Philip Storey brought images
of early street photography.

Carole Glauber connected Eva
Watson-Schütze to Stieglitz

Sharon Bloemendaal, publicist and
Program Chairperson made draws
for special twin-set Stieglitz books.

Jack Bloemendaal, Chairman of
PhotoHistory XIII and President of
TPHS, has run 7 of the 13 events.

The scene in the Dryden Theater as the symposium kicked off for its thirteenth
time. Nearly 200 registrants attended representing seven different countries.
They heard 15 scholarly and fascinating illustrated talks by top photo experts.
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Symposium Continued – the speakers page…
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Symposium Continued…

The attentive audience was treated to a wide
variety of presentations by expert researchers.

Some $30,000 of Stieglitz books, courtesy of
Kodak, went to registrants and draw winners.

Jack and Beverly Wilgus of Baltimore set up their
examples of Camera Obscura in the garden.

Philip Storey signs autographs for his new
book after his presentation in Curtis Theatre.

Happy are the draw winners of the special
twin-set Stieglitz books valued at $300.

Early arrivals at the G.E.H. surveyed the spe-
cial table of surplus printed magazines/books.

Short breaks between programs gave
audience chance to exchange ideas.

Les Jones compares notes with
Kathy Kinakin of Vancouver.

The GEH garden was setting for
working Camera Obscura exhibit.

Canadians Felix Russo and Bill
Kantymir before Dryden Theatre.

It may be the last time for slide shows
as digital Power-Point presentations
are replacing the old system. Eaton
Lothrop and Nick Graver used slides.

Anthony Bannon, Director of the
George Eastman House wel-

comed everyone to the Thirteenth
symposium since 1970.

The Curtis Theater was used to split the crowd during afternoon presenta-
tions so that all the speakers could be accomodated. Carole Glauber makes
her presentation on the influence of Eva Watson-Schütze to pictorial photog-

raphy and the avant-garde in support of Alfred Stieglitz.
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Michael Lehr, shows cased
images to Michael Anderson.

Bryan and Page Ginns with
stereo cameras & viewers.

Tim Fuss, Trade Show Chair
offered choice cameras.

Dick Welch displayed 9x12
tropical Contessa-Nettel.

Loading up the tables before
the opening of the Trade Show.

The display of Kodak Girls became a favourite
setting to have one’s portrait taken with.

The Saturday night banquet during which
George Layne spoke on The Kodak Girls.

Jack Bloemendall had four car loads of books
to be moved from home to hotel and to GEH.

Some 62 dealers spread out a variety of
photographic collectibles, cameras & images.

“You paid what!” gasps Joyce as husband Ian
Archer shows Premo to Twinkle and Bill Riley.

This group represents Canada, Germany, United
Kingdom, Japan, Belgium and the Netherlands.

Seductive display of red bellows and rose wood
shown by Barbara and Peter Schultz of R.I.

Kaoru Kuraishi of Japan discusses daguerreo-
types with dealer Harvey Zucker of New York.

Nick Graver of Rochester had offering of col-
lectibles checked out by Doug Napier, Fort Erie
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The biggest ripple of news to hit
the internet chat lines is the intro-
duction of the new Leica M8 digital
camera. Michael Reichmann in his
web site report gives a “thumbs up”
for the long awaited addition to the
historic M series. Check out
h t t p : / / w w w . l u m i n o u s -
landscape.com/reviews/cameras/lei
ca-m8.shtml. The camera is
equipped with a 2.5" TFT LCD and
lacks the customary (and unneces-
sary) advance crank handle. With its
10.3 MP sensor the M8 offers
enough resolution for most personal
and professional applications.
Overall image quality is excellent.

Keyed to the above, is  Eastman
Kodak’s announcement that the
Leica M8 is equipped with Kodak’s
new KAF-10500 image sensor.
Kodak used Indium Tin Oxide (ITO)
on the CCD sensor to create low
noise, high sensitivity, and a wide
dynamic range. The sensor also has
anti-blooming protection to preserve
information in high light situations.

The M8's KAF-10500 imager is
designed with micro-lens offset to
prevent vignetting. Unlike DSLRs, the
M8 lacks a mirror reflex box to pre-
serve the body’s compact design.
The sensor sits close to the lens and
when used with a wide angle lens
could create problematic corner
vignettes. The Kodak sensor, howev-
er, compensates for proper light
allowance and thwarts lens vignettes.

In addition the Kodak sensor

helps keep the Leica body small by
applying an infrared filter coating
directly on its 0.5mm glass cover.

And while on the topic of sensor
advancement lets look back to 1975.

Kodak engi-
neer, Steve J.
Sasson, holds
the camera he
constructed,
as the world's
first known still
image digital
camera. The camera used the newly
developed Fairchild black and white
100 X 100 Pixel (.01 megapixel)
CCD as an image sensor and
required 23 seconds to record a sin-
gle image onto digital cassette tape.
It weighed 8 1/2 pounds. Steven’s
invention began in 1975 under a very
broad assignment from his supervi-
sor at Eastman Kodak: Could a cam-
era be built using solid state
imagers, an electronic sensor known
as a charge coupled device (CCD)
that gathers optical information. Well
we have come a long way.

Samsung's GX-10 single-lens
reflex digital camera is catching
attention with features including
Optical Picture Stabilization (OPS)
and a Penta Prism viewfinder that
provides a wide field of view of 95-
percent. Another of the GX-10's
unique features is its intuitive dust-
free CCD imaging sensor. To ensure
that dust will never pose a problem,
Samsung has incorporated an
advanced dust-removal system that
automatically vibrates the CCD sen-

sor when the GX-10 is powered on.
In addition, the GX-10's CCD sensor
also features a special dust resistant
coating, further eliminating the pos-
sibility of unwanted specs or blem-
ishes ruining an otherwise perfect
picture. As if that weren't enough, the
GX-10 boasts a specially designed
body that was made to stand up to
the elements. Every button, gap and
other potentially vulnerable area on
the camera's body has been fortified

with special seals and silicone to
protect against damage from water,
sand and a host of other elements.

If you like odd pieces of equip-
ment then consider the Swiss pro-
duced Seitz 6x17 digital panorama
camera. With a
special image
sensor devel-
oped by Dalsa
Corp. it is capa-
ble of very high
speed and res-
olution, captur-
ing 300 MB of
raw data per
second. Fully
mobile for out-
door assign-
ments or used
in a studio with
computer software.

It may interest you that The Royal
Society has put  its publications from
1665 to date online (free of charge
until January  2007). For 'Abney'
papers go  to: http://www.pubs.royal-
soc.ac.uk/index.cfm?page=1373

The web address for The
Photographic Collectors' Club of
Great Britain has changed to
www.pccgb.com   ❧

Thanks to Fastlens, Rolf Fricke & TPHS
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Vintage Camera Rally
in Napier, New Zealand

next February
Alan Beswick of Brisbane,

Australia sends along this notice.
Napier was heavily damaged  by an
earthquake in 1931 and rebuilt in the
Art Deco styles of the time. Each
year, the Napier community cele-
brates that anniversary with the Art
Deco Weekend – a 3 day event
where the entire city goes retro! The
final event, the Great Gatsby Picnic
attracted over 20,000 people, almost
all in costumes of the 1930s and with
hundreds of vintage cars filling the
town center.

“I went to the festival”, says Alan,
“with my c1910 Soho Artists Reflex
and had a ball! With an old camera
on my shoulder, I found the whole
town opened up to me. So I decided
to organise an official event for the
February 2007 event, the Vintage
Camera Rally. Come to Napier with
your vintage camera, take photos of
the magnificent buildings and cos-
tumed characters and join in the spe-
cial events. We have hanging space
for photos in the Hawke's Bay Club,
one of the few pre-1931 buildings
remaining, and will have a pavilion at
the Gatsby picnic to display photos
and cameras, drink tea and eat
cucumber sandwiches with the revel-
ers. Processing of 35mm and 120
colour negs is no problem, but for
other sizes, a little ingenuity will be
necessary – maybe dish developing
in the motel at night, contact prints
for the large format cameras, and a
little digital cheating if necessary.”

Alan’s web site for the event is
http://members.optusnet.com.au/be
swickat/ar tDecoRally/index.html
while his email address is
vintage_camera@optusnet.com.au.

Repairs to Cameras
Ron Anger suggests checking

out the website of Paul Ewins in
Australia for lessons on camera
repairs and alterations. Ron was par-
ticularly drawn to the directions for
rebuilding a Thornton Pickard shut-
ter. With many detailed photos go to
http://members.optusnet.com.au/~p
aulewins/resources/tp_shutter.htm

November 11th Auction
in Germany

The 4th Photographica Auction
by Jürgen Uhl + Wolfgang
Kückbusch will be staged in the
Hotel Frankfurter Hof presenting a
wide range of collectors cameras.
Approximately 800 lots will be auc-
tioned, including many stereo cam-
eras, miniature cameras and espe-
cially a LEICA Elmax and LEICA M 4
- 2 in olive green, produced for the
tank division of the Israeli army, also
the prototype of a LEICA M 7.

A coloured auction catalogue
can be viewed at www.photographi-
ca-auctionen.de Foto-Hobby RAHN
GmbH since 1910.

SAVE PORTRAIT GALLERY
IN OTTAWA

Photographer Tony Hauser in
Toronto is appealing to all those
interested in establishing a National
Portrait Gallery in Ottawa to support
his petition to the government to con-
tinue on with the project.

As Tony says: “The present gov-
ernment has not been able to kill the
Portrait Gallery of Canada because
many people have vehemently com-
plained to the Prime Minister and to
the Minister of Heritage, The Hon.
Bev Oda. The Government will go
into Christmas/Holiday recess in
November 23. They will discuss the
Portrait Gallery issue one more time.
We need to let them know that we do
want the Portrait Gallery to become
reality – a part of Canadian Heritage.

“The building has already been
designated. It is the former American
Embassy, a beautiful landmark on
Parliament Hill across from the
Peace Tower in Ottawa. It’s the per-
fect location in all of Canada for a
National Portrait Gallery. The portrait
art, from sculptures to paintings to
photography, will be supplied by
Library and Archives of Canada
where normally it is inaccessible to
viewers.

“We can make a difference. It
matters to Ottawa what we think!”

Send an email message to
hauser@interlog.com agreeing to
add your name to the petition.

STOLEN CAMERA GOODS
Bruce at 416-821-5750 had the

following equipment stolen from his
car, so be on the look out for: a
Deardorff 8x10 view camera, Tenba
large bag for view camera system,
Calumet Dark Cloth, Peterson
Loupe,  Schneider Super Symmar
XL 150mm lens, Nikkor 360mm W
lens, Nikkor 300mm W Lens,
Rodenstock 240mm Symmar N lens,
2 cable releases, 1 Lee Filter lens
hood and red filter.

WIDE-VIEW CAMERAS

If you are thinking of wide-view
panorama cameras then check out
the website for Noblex cameras at
http://www.noblexcanada.com/. Siggi
Rohde is the Canadian importer.You
can find a number of good review
sites by Google searching Noblex
camera. Luminoius Landscape
gives it a thumbs-up report at
h t t p : / / w w w . l u m i n o u s -
landscape.com/reviews/cameras/no
blex_150ux.shtml

Cameras, Photographs and
Motion Picture Cameras

Christie’s South Kensington
Wednesday 22nd November 2006

A fantastic selection of old motion
picture cameras, in addition to still
cameras, photographs and optical
toys, will be offered in Christie’s
South Kensington’s camera auction
on Wednesday 22nd November.
These rare models date from the
dawn of cinema. The sale includes
the Samuelson Brothers Collection,
one of the world’s most important col-
lections of movie cameras. They had
been loaned to the British Film
Institute and formed a key part of the
much missed Museum of the Moving
Image on London’s South Bank, from
1988 to 1999. ❧
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T O U R I N G  T H E  P H S C  F A L L  F A I R by Mark Singer

Our Fall Fair in Woodbridge was held after the
Thanksgiving weekend for the first time in many a year.
We had a total of 102 tables of bargain goodies with 5
free tables given over to educational displays – courtesy
of Robert Gutteridge, Francois LeMai, Toronto Camera
Club and U&I magazine. Our attendance was down due
to a competing glitzy show but we were complimented as

being the better one. “For a $10 fee there, you got noth-
ing for it,” said one visitor. Ed Warner, Tony Fernandes and
Win Morris were cashiers at the front. Clint Hryhorijiw col-
lected from late tableholders. Thanks to security people
who helped in many ways: Egon Kellner, Julian Morasutti
and Tiit Kodar. Wayne Gilbert recruited new members at
the PHSC booth while Bob Lansdale photographed. ❧

Visitors crowded the tables from 10 AM
opening to find prized collectibles.

John Morden and son Josh show an inter-
est in a 6x9 Mentor Reflex camera.

Robert Gutteridge displayed his collection of
rare cine cameras to Edward Dunbar.

Ticket dispensers Win Morris, Ed Warner
and Tony Fernandes greet visitors.

An interesting story indeed here as Jack
Arno and “Neil” exchange hernia details.

First entrants were met by Julian Norasutti,
Egon Kelner and Tony Fernandes.

Derek Dalton at our shows presents two tables
full of images – all types, varieties and sizes.

Karl Wright always has a wide selection
of camera gear to search through.

Mark Singer at the end of the day as last
minute table holders pack to leave.

Francois LeMai, Montreal
exhibited classic cines.

John Bock showed
Pentax water proof case.

Judy Rauliuk with an
enticing display of folders.

Shelton Chen’s Canons
with f 0.95 50mm lenses

Bill Kantymir’s 1/16 plate
“Babbitt” Niagara dag.



The tale of a tripod… by John Sebert, Victoria, B.C.
Back in the haydays of my stills career, in the mid-1950s, I found the Quick Set Tripod suit-

ed me to a T. After retiring from the Film Biz I decided to revive all my old stills equipment
that had disappeared over the years. Got a Hasselblad kit from many different sources which
was almost identical to my old one. But nowhere could I find a good old Quick Set.

The thing I particularly liked on the model I used, was the one hand operation for pan and
tilt, leaving the other hand to operate the camera. I don’t think any other tripod has had this
feature. I repeatedly visited photographic sale shows around the Toronto area, and then after
moving out West, continued my search of shows in Vancouver and Victoria. But the Quick Set
was nowhere to be found – it seems to have disappeared. I’ve since learned they quit the pho-
tographic business because of cheap off-shore competition and have concentrated on heavy
duty defense stuff.

I’ve previously outfitted an “old fashioned darkroom” from eBay so decided to see if they
had tripods to offer. Indeed they did! But there was one slight problem – I could not remem-
ber the model that I had, and the photos and descriptions on eBay where anything but help-
ful. I even talked to a character from the existing Quick Set Corporation but he was no help.

So I started buying tripods that I “thought” might be what I was looking for. The first one,
a “Husky” arrived, looked about the right size, but obviously was designed for a video camera. It
had a heavy spring loaded head and separate pan and tilt releases. Nice to look at but no good.

The next one sounded really good, a “Quick set High Boy IV Elevator,” looked good, the
right size, obviously made after my time, but it again didn’t have the pan and tilt as a single
release on the arm. It did have a nice feature of a lock to go from horizontal to vertical. But by
now I was fanatical on finding the exact model I had used.

Next came a “junior” which looked right in the photo, but turned out to be a real junior, too
small. Almost in the next day’s mail the next example, Quick Set “elevator” but again was too
small, really a “junior” with a crank elevator.

But I felt I was getting close. It was a miniature of my old tripod. So what I was looking for
was a “Senior.” Off I went again. My next purchase was a nice “Model 6000” which turned out
to be clever little device with my desired pan/tilt in one move, but still too small. My Hasselblad
would squash it. Next a “Standard Champ” and an “Elevator Champ” from the right period with
anodized aluminum legs, but both, a size down from my tripod. Too Small.

I finally saw a Quick Set “Senior Elevator” for sale. Now this really sounded right, and
when it came, was right, …save for one slight paint departure. But what a mess. It was utter
junk.The aluminum semi ball head was scored all over. Couldn’t make a smooth move to save
your life.

Almost at the same time another “Senior” appeared on eBay. I was getting close, so I went
for it. It was a beauty in great shape. I have used the first one for parts. But the model was not
100% perfect. My old tripod had the blue/black anodized aluminum legs, these
last two had a black crackle finish. So the hunt is still on! 

Also I now remember my tripod came with a nice green factory fitted
case for transport. Don’t know if I’ll have any luck on that one. With a cou-
ple of other near misses my compliment of Quick Sets is up to 10. My wife
thinks I am setting up a Quick Set Museum, which is not too far from the
truth. I can boast that I know more about Quick Sets from the 1950s than
the man at Quick Set Corp. If any  one out there has a Quick Set “Senior”
Elevator, model ES2 with anodized legs, I’d sure like to hear from them.❧

John Sebert,  jsebe@shaw.ca
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During the recent move of the
Audiovisual Department of Wilfred
Laurier University, the well equipped
darkroom was eliminated. Where a
gorgeous Leitz Focamat II and a
Durst Tabletop Processor once
stood, nothing is left. All is replaced
by the computer.

Just before the equipment was
dismantled I had the feeling that in a
few short years the younger genera-
tion will have no concept of the hours
we spent using such equipment nor
even understand how to use such old
dinosaurs. So with nostalgia about
me, we set to work to videotape the
whole proceedings, knowing full well
we never could capture the familiar
smells of acetic acid and hypo. The
videotape was able to capture action
under the orange-green darkroom

lights for print production while we
resorted to technical tricks to simulate
the darkness for film processing.

But then my mind questioned
whether future generations would
comprehend how to use the film cam-
eras relegated to museum shelves. I
discussed the idea with the curator of
the photo collection, now in Ottawa at
the Canada Science and Technology
Museum, and was put to the task of
shooting video-stories of the various
cameras to explain their operation just
as we had done for the darkroom.The
purpose was to prepare an instruc-
tional DVD that would accompany the
equipment. Subtle explanations were
shown which manuals did not explain.

A few weeks ago we set out for
Ottawa having previously done a test
run at home. The test lacked close-
ups and continuity so we knew what
we were looking for in our final shoot.
We were given facilities in the
Museum storage area where we
established a backdrop of cubicle
shelves storing a variety of photo-

graphic equipment.Thus we think we
have added a meaningful record to
the history of photography. Some
550 artifacts were examined,
cleaned and repaired (moderately),
then photographed digitally before
the big move to Ottawa.

RYERSON TO BE HOME
OF MAJOR PHOTO GALLERY

The Globe & Mail reported that
Toronto is to get a new $8-million
photography gallery and research
centre, according to Ryerson
University President Sheldon Levy.
The 10,500-square-foot facility will
include gallery and exhibition space,
research facilities, storage areas,
and a lobby area. Located in the
School of Image Arts building in the
downtown Ryerson campus, it will
house the Black Star photography
archive – some of the 20th century's
greatest photojournalism, from
images of moonwalks to Marilyn
Monroe.

As for funding, when the archive
(291,000 historic black-and-white
photographs from the New York-
based Black Star agency) was anony-
mously donated in 2005, the gift
came with $7-million in cash, money
which will largely fund the new facility.
"We only have to raise a million, but
our expectation is to do a lot better,"
says Levy. "We can then put that to
operations and more exhibitions."

A CAMERA FOR THE BIRDS

A vendor at one of our camera
shows tossed this old Kodak 620 into
the garbage. Apparently he wasn't
ready to carry it home again.
However, PHSC member John Bock
of Toronto saw the opportunity to
give it a new life and converted the
camera into a bird house. It is now
hanging in one of John's backyard
trees and was occupied by a pair of
chickadees this spring.

Tip: If you have some old box
cameras around that you don’t think
they will ever sell, then convert them
into bird houses. For water drainage
drill a few small holes into the bottom
of the box and give the exterior a pro-
tective coating to keep the rain away.
Hang it up and await the visitors. ❧
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How Quickly Will Conventional
Photography be Forgotten?
by Wilhelm E. Nassau photos courtesy of the author

Our studio set-up at the C.S&T. Museum.

Asst. Curator Anna Adamek & rare cameras

Shelf of small cameras at Museum storage

Wilhelm Nassau, studio view & box camera
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Coming Events

Until February 25, 2007. The
Market Gallery, South St. Lawrence
Market, 95 Front St. East, Toronto
presents Building Blocks: Queen
Street West 1847–1800. The exhibit
includes photographs, maps, plans
and drawings focussing on ‘tender
calls’ for buildings from Yonge Street
to Roncesvalles. Free admission,
Wednesday to Friday: 10AM to 4PM,
Saturday: 9AM to 4PM, Sunday:
noon to 4PM.

WestLicht Photographica Auction
November 18th, 2006

WestLicht Photographica Auction
of Vienna, Austria marks its 10th
anniversary with a selection of 200
lots from the famous S.F. Spira
Collection along with other offerings
of high quality rarities. This incunab-
ula of photo history will be interesting
to all collectors and institutions.
Included in the Spira lots for the
November 18th auction are: an 1842
American Daguerreotype camera,
“The Kodak” from 1888 in its original
wooden box, a Spirograph motion
picture viewer, an autograph letter by
Daguerre, a Tri-Unial Magic Lantern
and high quality selections of stereo
cards, Magic Lantern slides and
“Stanhope“ miniatures. Details at
www.westlicht-auction.com

Toronto International
Camera Show

Sunday, November 19th, 2006
Sue Wootten reminds us that their
next CAMERA SHOW will be held at
the Thornhill Community Centre,
7755 Bayview Avenue, Thornhill,
ON. The date is November 19th with
doors opening at 10:00 AM.
Admission fee is $7.00. For tables
contact Sue at suewooten@hot-
mail.com or Tel/Fax 705-857-2659.

Camera Shows in
Germany

A list of camera trade shows in
Germany for the year 2007 has been
received by the editor. Anyone plan-
ning a trip to Europe may be inter-
ested to know of shows in the areas
they will visit. Contact the editor at
bob.lansdale@1staccess.ca 

Wanted and For Sale
Seeking vintage images (photos,
postcards) of Eastern Ontario cover-
ing Kingston, Ottawa, Napanee,
Deseronto, Gananoque  areas. Also
available: American Photography –
run 1924-1933 and various dates in
1938-39. lesjones@ca.inter.net or
Tel 613 378-1102. –10.11.06

Now on View
Visit the web site of Steven Evans at
www.se-photo.com to view his many
photographs from daguerreotypes to
paper images. –10.11.06

Wanted
Bicycle & Motorcycle photography,
medals, ephemera, stereoptics, cat-
alogues and all
related items.
Contact Lorne
Shields, at P.O.
Box 87588, 300
John St. Post
Office, Thornhill,
ON. ,  L3T 7R3.
Telephone at 905-
886-6911, or 
e-mail at lorne-
shields@rogers.com–10.11.06

Information Required
George Dunbar is seeking informa-
tion on Canada’s earliest “photo
booth” inventions. Such machines
may have appeared at the 1928 CNE
in Toronto. ggdunbar@sympatico.ca
or (416) 439-3822.–10.11.06

Wanted
Sell your cameras, lenses, old pho-
tographs, manuals, etc. on eBay.
Registered eBay Trading Assistant
will help you. Specializing in large
collection, estate and studio liquida-
tions. References available. Sold
over 500 cameras on eBay and will
get you top value for your treasures.
Call Tom Dywanski for free evalua-
tion 416-888-5828 or check
www.planet4sale.ca–10.11.06

Wanted
Ed James of Elkhorn, MN wants
Russian F.E.D. and Zorki 35mm type
cameras, NO Zenits! He teaches stu-
dents to use classic range finder and
TLR cameras. Also needed ca. 1970
TLR Seagull 4 cameras, 6x6 on 120
roll film, f3.5/75mm lens, X-synch
shutter. Contact: Ed James, P.O. Box
69, Elkhorn, Manitoba, R0M 0N0,
Telephone: 204-845-2630. –10.11.06

Research Data Required
Information, citations and pho-
tographs by Canadian born photog-
rapher Eli John Palmer of Toronto is
required for a research project.
Palmer had a long business career
starting as a Daguerreotypist in
1847, continuing
in Ambrotypes
then wet plate
photography as
late as 1874. He
gradually com-
bined his busi-
ness with selling
p h o t o g r a p h i c
materials and
ended as a
stock-dealer sell-
ing out to Lyon & Alexander in 1878.
Contact the editor (416) 621-8788 or
bob.lansdale@1staccess.ca –11.08.06

Buying or Consignment
Vintage cameras wanted by experi-
enced Ebay seller. Professionally
presented with pictures and descrip-
tion, ensur-
ing real
m a r k e t
v a l u e .
Reserve or
n o n -
r e s e r v e
a u c t i o n
styles. Low
commission & listing fees. Contact
Douglas at 905-994-0515 or dou-
glas@dugwerks.com –10.11.06

Research Information Wanted
Data needed on photographer Platt
D. Babbitt (1823-1879) who had a
gallery on Ridout St. in London, ON
(c1850) before fame at Niagara Falls
(c1853). Leads on daguerreotype
training needed. Contact Richard Titus
at: eyenet@comcast.net –10.11.06

For Sale
A wide selection of daguerreotypes
and family photo albums for sale.
Contact Les Jones 416-691-1555 or
thebookstorecafe@ca.inter.net.–10.11.06

For Sale
A wide variety of books on the
History of Photography are available
from Gary Saretsky’s online site at
http:saretsky.com. In American funds
the shipping charges for first book
going to U.S. addresses is $5. Email
enguiries: saretsky@comcast.net.
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